Join the Primitive Skills Society at the ENC

Before doctors and man-made medicine existed, people depended on plants for their healing abilities. Interested in learning more? Join the Primitive Skills Society at the Environmental Nature Center (ENC) on Friday, June 29.

Each monthly class discusses the medicinal uses of plants. The first one is from 5:30 - 8:30 p.m., and it will also bring in the topic of plants being consumed as food. Meetings end with a small meal cooked over a campfire.

From navigation to arrow making, this society goes above and beyond the average lecture. It is the instructor’s goal to establish those primitive skills back into people’s everyday lifestyles.

If you are already a Primitive Skills Society member, then this will be absolutely free! For ENC members, it will cost $20. For non-members, it will be $30.

For more information visit [www.encenter.org/blog/events/primitive-skills-society-2](http://www.encenter.org/blog/events/primitive-skills-society-2). ENC is located at 1601 16th St., Newport Beach.